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SORTING LINE WITH
MONO MACHINE

The professional solution for small
and medium-sized farms

MONO SORTING MACHINE

MONO machine is a professional solution for small and medium-sized farms.

Sorting of spherical fruits
and vegetables with diameters from

40 100 mm
to

(apricots, peaches, tomatoes, apples, oranges, mandarins, lemons, kiwis)

Capacity: up to

2,5 t (18 000)

Unloading: dry

wet

Sorting according to: size

objects/hour

manual

colour

external quality

Vision system
MONO machine is compatible with various vision systems.

* depending on the selected option

*

SORTING LINE WITH MONO MACHINE
automatic water unloading

buffer channel
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dryer
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V type conveyor

MONO sorting machine with vision system
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DRYING PROCESS
•

A dryer is equipped with a 3-stage filtration system to prevent leaves
from entering the water tank.

•

The proprietary system of sponge manufacturing provides four times greater absorbency
than standard industrial sponges, which means that the seasonal operating costs
of the machine are lower.

•

The dryer is equipped with a sponge extrusion system - depending on the needs, it may be
a manual mechanical system using guide rollers and levers with variable pressing force,
equipped with a positioning lock, or an automatic pneumatic system operating unattended.

•

In addition, a blower fan improves the fruit drying system.
Air knives can be fitted to maximise the drying process.

UNLOADING and BUFFER CHANNEL

LOWARA industrial pump
ensures economical water circulation

unloading of boxes
in automatic mode

6

m

maximised sorting
efficiency

long buffer channel
to ensure maximum product quantity

check valve

prevents water backflow
from the unloading tank,
thus making the line more
compact

thanks to smooth adjustment
of the speed of feeding
products

a readable touch
screen panel

protection against corrosion
Powder coated steel and aluzinc sheet are used to
manufacture the line.
All elements in direct contact with water are
made of stainless steel..

safety curtains and fences
compliant with ISO 14120, ISO13855 safety standards
- to ensure personnel safety

DRYING SYSTEM

VISION SYSTEM

dryer that has:

professional and energy-saving
LED lighting

- 3-stage filtration system for contaminants
- pneumatic or mechanical sponge extrusion system
- sponges made of innovative material
with increased absorbency
- blow-off fan

V

V-TYPE
CONVEYOR
optimisation of carrier filling
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Ten unique panels equipped with visible light and
infrared diodes

independent industrial cameras
colour and monochrome
(depending on sorting parameters)

MONO SORTING MACHINE
innovative product release system
- elements are made of durable plastic intended for
contact with food
- electrically controlled with mechanical return to
prevent blocking of the carrier

beatless rotation system
facilitates optical analysis of the object
by the vision system

beat-free fruit transport
thanks to the use of rubber rollers
to carry the load

quick replacement of
a damaged carrier
and easy assembly with basic tools
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technical
table
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programmable
outfeed tables

folding packing tables for fruit and vegetables
provide additional space in the hall and ease of cleaning

optional
- the possibility of adding angular extensions to improve the exposure and
facilitate the packaging of fruits or vegetables (weight of total packages up to 30 kg),
- the possibility of using an electronic scale of total packages
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